EAGLE Homeschool Behavior and Dress Standards
(updated July 25, 2022)
Eagle leadership has developed these standards as guidelines for all Eagle members
(students and parents) to follow during Eagle activities and events. These rules are not allinclusive; it is virtually impossible to address every detail and aspect thereof since there are
many different convictions concerning these topics. In instances where rules do not expressly
state a given situation, “appropriate” dress will be at the discretion of the event organizer or
the Eagle Board as necessary.
Anyone whose attire or behavior is detrimental to the Christian environment that Eagle is
committed to maintaining will be asked to leave the event until attire or behavior is corrected.
Any fees paid for the event will be forfeited.
1. As a matter of personal pride, Eagle members should maintain high standards of neatness
and appropriateness of dress, appearance, and behavior. Dress and conduct yourselves in
a way that reflects Christ and honors Him.
2. Shorts should not exceed 6 inches above the top of the knee and must not expose any
undergarment. This 6-inch rule also applies to rips or cutouts in pants, etc.
3. Tight/form fitting clothing (bicycle shorts, spandex, leggings, etc.) is inappropriate unless
worn underneath a garment covering your bottom fully.
4. Dresses and skirts should be appropriate for bending, stooping, sitting and working
overhead and should also not exceed 6 inches above the top of the knee, including slits.
5. Shirts should not show midriff while walking, standing, or sitting. No blouse should be
so low in the front or sides to expose any part of the breast or so low in the back to
expose the shoulder blades. No muscle shirts, spaghetti straps or strapless tops.
Basketball jerseys or other such transparent or sheer clothing need appropriate
undergarments.
6. Shoes are required. Do not wear cleats indoors.
7. Clothing or jewelry/ornamentation that contains or depicts illegal drugs, alcohol, tobacco,
profanity, violence, suggestive language, derogatory symbols, or negative ethnic remarks
is inappropriate.
8. Public displays of affection are not allowed at Eagle functions.
9. No skateboards, roller blades, Heelys, bikes, etc., are allowed on campus.
10. Use of, possession of, or transfer of tobacco products or e-cigarettes will not be permitted
at Eagle functions.
11. Students are not allowed to have firearms or weapons of any kind at Eagle functions.

By signing, you acknowledge that it is your responsibility as the parent to inform your
student(s) of these standards and to ensure that they follow said standards. Violations will be
addressed with both student and parent, with parents being held ultimately responsible for
resolution. If resolution is not achieved, the Board reserves the right to limit or revoke
membership without reimbursement.
__________________________________________
Signature

_______________________
Date

